
 

 

 

  

 

An improving landscape? It would appear so, as the UK national average vacancy rate 

fell to its lowest since 2010 at 13.9% - this drop is also reflected in Reading’s 

availability rate (see table below). Although this is inconsistent with footfall, which 

has fallen in the last four quarters for both high streets and shopping centres. The 

explanation for these contrary statistics could be that fewer shopping trips are being 

made but more is being spent per journey. 

 

A blow for physical retailing in the form of ‘Not On the High Street’ (a hugely 

successful £11m t/o internet only shopping outlet) is a gain for the office sector as 

the company have just taken 33,000 sq ft of office space in Richmond.  

 

High Street losses this quarter have been Jane Norman (for the second time); La 

Senza (also for the second time - some people never learn); Paul Simon and the 

Tragus Group which operates Café Rouge, Strada and Bella Italia which has agreed a 

CVA resulting in a restructuring of the debt from £354m to £91m (can I do that with 

my mortgage?) and a proposed sale of the 56 strong Strada chain.  

 

Locally, both Wokingham and Bracknell’s regeneration plans have suffered set backs, 

which could be indicative of the rapidly changing requirements of the retail industry.  

In Wokingham, Sainsbury’s have withdrawn from taking a pre-let of a site in the town 

centre and the first part of the regeneration of Peach Place has met with a decidedly 

‘underwhelmed’ response with 83% voting that its ‘boring’ and out of character.  In 

Bracknell, one of the two developers, Legal & General is seeking to sell its share 

having been involved in the scheme since the start, however the Bracknell town 

centre regeneration continues on the highways and utilities front.  It is anticipated 

that building construction will begin in early 2015. BRP is pressing on with its funding 

and pre-letting programme - over 60 percent has already been pre-let.   

 

The four most recent lettings in Reading this quarter mirror the nationwide trend in 

that they comprised a barber shop (12 Kings Road), a nail studio (1-2 West Street), a 

coffee shop (26 Cross Street)  a tanning studio (34 Oxford Road) and money shop - all 

we missed was a charity shop! 

 

  Vacant Available 

Q2 2014 11.73% 7.82% 

Q2 2013 11.24% 10.42% 

Q2 2012 12.23% 9.25% 

Q2 2011 8.93% 6.11% 

Q2 2010 8.91% 7.34% 
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